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OUR CLASS 
NEWS 

 

 

Writing Most students in here are 

independently writing first, middle, and last 
sounds in their writing.  Most students are able 
to write three or more sentences about a topic, 

too!  We are working on capitalizing names, 
the word I, and the 1st letter in a sentence, 

properly using spaces and punctuation marks.   
       For this last 9 week grading period, 
students have to be able to write an 

informational text (facts) about things that 
interest them.  This week, we used Pebblego to 

research animals that interest us.  We will be 
using this research to write our own 
informational text!  We will be learning how to 

add a “hook” to our writing, write facts about 
our topic, and add a closing!! (A hook is the 

sentence that gets our readers excited to read 
our paper and it introduces our topic. 
For example, a good hook would be:  Do you 

know about the Bald Eagle? )  (The closing lets 
our readers know that we have finished sharing 

our information.  For example, a good closing 
would be: Now you know about the Bald 

Eagle!) 
 

 

 

Mar. 29th, 2019 

Upcoming Events 

April 1st- 5th    

 Spring break! Enjoy this time with 

your families.   You are the memory 
maker!!  Isn’t that exciting?!   

Tues. April 23rd  

 Art Awareness-Student’s clothes may 

get spattered with paint 

April 29th- May 10th  

Our lunch time changes to: 

12:04-12:34   Table 12 

Wed. May 8th   

 Field Day and Awards day!  Most 
parents come to this!  Please plan to 
attend-More info to come 

 

 

 

 

Please consult the PTSA webpage for important information 

about our school: http://vaughanptsa.org/ 

 

MathEQ’s: EQ’s: These next EQ’s will be 

taught and practiced for 2 weeks, and then 

reviewed daily for this 9 week period:  How 
do I represent addition within 10 objects?  
How do I represent subtraction within 10 

objects?  How can I solve word problems 
within 10 objects??    

   This 9 week period, students are adding 
and subtracting within 10.   
     Daily we model and practice how to work 

out subtraction problems using drawings and 
objects.  This can be a difficult skill, so any 

extra practice that you can give your child 
would benefit him or her greatly!   
     Try and keep the equations within 10.       

                 For example:  10-1= 
To use drawings- 

Have your child draw 10 circles.     0000000000 

Next, have your child cross off 1.  0000000000 

Then, have your child count how many are left. 

Allow your child to write the equation with the 

difference.  (10-1= 9)  Give your child a few 

problems (within 10) and allow them time to 

talk about the problems and work them out 
using drawings.                                                       

     For a different challenge, show your child 
a drawing and see if they can write the 
equation to match! Have fun and make up 

silly word problems and see if your child can 
solve them with chalk outside on the 

sidewalk!    
We are building mathematicians! 

Students are encouraged to say the words 

that are in our Cobb County standards, so we 
do use the math words: ten frames, 

numerals, number bonds, equation, 
combining, composing, decomposing, whole, 
part, adding, addition, subtracting, 

subtraction, add one more, counting on, plus 
sign, equals, sum, difference, minus sign, 

greater than, less than, equal to, skip 
counting…These are words from our Cobb 

County standards.   
 
 

http://vaughanptsa.org/

